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I. OPTICAL TRAP SETUP

We perform our measurements in dipole traps formed by two single-frequency, 1064-nm

laser beams produced by a solid-state laser system (Innolight Mephisto 42NE MOPA). The

beams intersect at an angle of 16◦. To avoid standing wave e�ects, the beams are o�set in

frequency by 5 to 10 MHz. To shift the Feshbach resonance (FR), we keep one of the two

beams (�D�) static and use acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) to rapidly change the other

beam. Changing only the intensity of this latter beam would excite strong oscillations of

the atomic cloud. We counter this by switching from a beam with a low peak intensity and

small size (�S�) to a beam with a large intensity and large size (�V �) propagating in the same

direction. The waists, positions and intensities of the �S� and �V � beams are adjusted so as

to match the centers and curvatures of the resulting optical potentials, preventing collective

excitations of the atomic cloud.

This method for shifting the FR poses two technical challenges. First, the overlap between

the optical axes of the �S� and �V � beams needs to be maintained with an accuracy that

is much better than the smallest extent of the atomic clouds (about 5 µm). Second, to

maximize the shift of the resonance, the curvature of the optical potential due to the larger

beam needs to be minimized relative to its intensity. We address both of these challenges

using the optical system shown in Fig. 1.

To ensure beam pointing stability, we couple the laser light into Panda polarization-

maintaining �ber patchcords (Thorlabs P3-980PM-FC) with 6 µm core diameter. For the

�S� and �D� beams, we use 5-m long �bers. When using a 5-m long �ber for the �V �-beam,

we observed a saturation of the �ber output power at 1.1 W, together with a sharp increase of

the re�ected power from the �ber. These e�ects were not observed with up to 10 W of output

power from the �ber when a 2-m long �ber was used. We interpret these observations in

terms of stimulated Brillouin scattering [1], whose threshold power is inversely proportional

to the �ber length.

To prevent the degradation of the �ber ends, the �V � beam is operated with brief

(<0.3 ms) and infrequent (<1/min) pulses. Although, in the P3-980PM-FC patchcords,

the �ber is attached to the ferrule using an epoxy adhesive, we did not observe any degra-

dation of the �ber transmission after one year of operation with peak powers up to 10 W.

To maintain relative pointing stability of the �S� and �V � beams, the outputs of the
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Figure 1: Illustration of the optical setup for producing and switching optical dipole traps of

di�erent sizes with highly stable relative position.

�S� and �V � �bers (e−2 divergence half-angle = 74(3) mrad) are combined on a polarizing

beamsplitter. At this location, the �S� and �V � beams have waists of 0.31(1) mm and

0.75(1) mm, respectively. In the same plane, �S� and �V � beams are converging with radii

of curvature of 370(20) mm and 390(20) mm, respectively. The output of the beamsplitter

is projected with 7.6× demagni�cation onto the atoms using a telescope composed of the

lenses labelled as L1, L2, L3 and L4 in Fig. 1. The distance between the lenses L2 and L3

is adjusted so as to obtain a nearly collimated �S� beam after the lens L3 with a 1.2(1)-mm

waist.

Higher spatial frequency components in the beams (arising e.g. from stray re�ections)

increase the curvature of the optical potential relative to its depth. To mitigate this problem,

we spatially �lter the �S� and �V � beams by passing them through a 5.3-mm diameter

graphite aperture in a plane that is Fourier-conjugate to the location of the atoms (Fig. 1).

We measured the sizes of the �S� and �V � beams at the location of the atoms by de�ecting

the beams using an auxiliary mirror and then focusing them onto a CCD beam pro�ler, as

shown in Fig. 1. The 1/e2 radii of the �S� and �V � beams were determined to be 38(2) µm,

and 91(3) µm, respectively. The size of the �D� beam at the location of the atoms was
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determined to be 48(2) µm.

II. PARAMETERS OF THE 154.7 G FESHBACH RESONANCE

The FR that we employ for tuning the interactions in our system occurs between 6Li

atoms in their lowest internal state, denoted Li|1〉 (F = 1/2, mF = +1/2), and 40K atoms

in their third-to-lowest state K|3〉 (F = 9/2,mF = −5/2). We parametrize the Li|1〉-K|3〉

scattering length near the 154.7 G FR by the usual expression [2]

a (B) = abg

(
1− ∆

B −B0

)
. (1)

For the background scattering length abg and the resonance width ∆, we use the values

abg = 63.0 a0 and ∆ = 0.880 G from the coupled-channel calculation in [3].

The narrow nature of the Li|1〉-K|3〉 FR causes a signi�cant variation of Li-K scattering

across the range of the collision energies encountered in our experiment [2]. We obtain

quantitative information on this e�ect from measurements of the molecular binding energy.

We measure the binding energy using two methods: radio-frequency (rf) association [4] and

magnetic �eld modulation spectroscopy [5]. The combined results of these measurements

are shown in Fig. 2.

In order to parametrize the dependence of the molecular binding energy Eb on the mag-

netic detuning B − B0 near the dissociation threshold, we �rst introduce the wavenumber

κ, in terms of which Eb = ~2κ2/2mr, where mr = mLimK/ (mLi +mK) is the reduced mass.

We then express the magnetic detuning B−B0 as a function of κ by a Taylor expansion up

to second order of the form

B −B0 = −abg∆κ− ~2κ2

2mrδµ
. (2)

The coe�cient abg∆ in front of the linear term is determined by the well-known universal

relation between κ and a near the resonance. We �t Eq. (2) to the data from Fig. 2 with δµ

and B0 as free parameters, while �xing abg and ∆ to the values from Ref. [3]. From this �t,

we obtain δµ/h = 2.35 (2) MHz/G. Our �tting model is equivalent to the prediction of the

two-channel model from [6] with R∗ = ~2/ (2mrabgδµ∆). We note that this model neglects

the background scattering term in Eq. (1).
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Figure 2: Molecular binding energy near the 154.7 G Li|1〉-K|3〉 Feshbach resonance measured using

rf association (red points) and magnetic �eld modulation spectroscopy (blue points). The lower

panel shows the residuals of a �t to the data with the model based on Eq. (2) with δµ and B0 as

free parameters.

Our measurements of the binding energy allow us to determine the momentum depen-

dence of Li-K collisions near the resonance. For small values of the collision momentum ~k,

we can use the well-known e�ective range expansion to write the inverse scattering amplitude

as

f (k)−1 = −1

a
+

1

2
reffk

2 − ik .

Since the existence of the bound state implies that the scattering amplitude has a pole at
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k = iκ, we obtain

0 =
1

a
− 1

2
reff (iκ)2 + i (iκ) .

Substituting the expression (1) for a (B), we can then write

a−1
bg

(
1− ∆

B −B0

)−1

+
1

2
reffκ− κ = 0 .

Then, substituting the expression (2) for the detuning B −B0 , we obtain

a−1
bg

(
1− ∆

−abg∆κ− ~2κ2
2mrδµ

)−1

+
1

2
reffκ− κ = 0 .

Taylor-expanding this near κ = 0, we get(
−abg +

reff

2
+

~2

2abgmrδµ∆

)
κ2 +O

(
κ3
)

= 0 ,

whence we obtain

reff = 2abg −
~2

abgmrδµ∆
. (3)

We can summarize the parameters of the Li|1〉-K|3〉 FR with three independent param-

eters:

abg = 63.0 a0 ,

∆ = 0.880 G ,

δµ/h = 2.35 (2) MHz/G .

From this, we can derive the values

R∗ = 2650 (25) a0 ,

reff = −5175 (50) a0 .

III. LIGHT SHIFT OF THE FESHBACH RESONANCE

As we pointed out in the main text, as well as in Refs. [4, 7], the optical trap induces

a di�erential light shift between the atom pair state and the molecular state giving rise to

the FR near 154.7 G. This leads to a light-induced shift of the FR. To produce these shifts
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in the experiments presented in the main text, we use a near-infrared laser as discussed in

Section I in four di�erent trap settings (see Table I).

To determine the resonance center B0 for a given trap setting, we follow the experimental

procedure outlined in the Supplemental Material of Ref. [4]. For the data analysis, we use the

updated binding energy model presented in the preceeding Section. For each trap setting,

we perform rf association spectroscopy of the Feshbach molecules. We start by preparing a

nonresonant mixture of Li atoms in the state Li|1〉 and K atoms in their second-to-lowest

state K|2〉 several tens of mG below B0. At this �eld, we apply an rf pulse (duration of a few

100 µs) at a variable frequency ν, several kHz below the unperturbed K|2〉→K|3〉 transition

frequency ν0. This pulse drives Li|1〉-K|2〉 atom pairs into the Li|1〉K|3〉 dimer state. To

determine the number of dimers associated, we subsequently dissociate the dimers into pairs

of Li|1〉 and K|3〉 atoms by a magnetic �eld ramp (duration of a few 100 µs) to a magnetic

�eld above 154.8G. By recording absorption images we then determine the populations N2

and N3 of the K spin states K|2〉 and K|3〉, respectively.

Plotting the signal, given by N3/(N3 +N2), against the rf detuning ν− ν0, we resolve the

molecule association spectrum. In Fig. 3 we show sample spectra recorded for one of the trap

settings used in the experiments. We determine the energy of the molecules relative to the

energy of noninteracting K|3〉 atoms from the onset frequency of the molecular association

spectra. As the onset frequency, we use the upper rf frequency at which the fraction of atoms

transferred is roughly 20% of its peak height. We have checked that, within the errors of

our measurements, this criterion agrees with the result obtained by �tting the line-shape

model of Ref. [8] to the spectra, as was done in Ref. [7]. This procedure is applied at various

magnetic �elds for each trap setting used in the experiments.

The interaction between the formed LiK molecules and the Li atoms leads to an energy

shift of the molecular state. We use the mean-�eld model from [4] to predict the corre-

sponding shift in the onset frequency in the rf association measurements as +2.0(4) kHz.

To determine the molecular binding energy in the absence of the Li cloud, we subtract this

small o�set from the onset frequencies determined above.
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Figure 3: Data from the molecular rf-association spectroscopy for trap 3. The red points were

taken with a 0.5-ms rf pulse with an intensity set to the value matching the π-pulse condition in

the absence of interactions (no Li|1〉 present). The green points were recorded with more than 30×

increased rf intensity. The dashed lines indicate the binding energy Eb(B) as determined with the

20% criterion (see text).

We �t the binding energy according to Eq. (2) to the data, with B0 as the only free

parameter (see Fig. 4). The other parameters are �xed to the values from Section II.

This procedure allows us to determine the resonance center in each trap setting with an

uncertainty of ±1.5mG. The accuracy of our determination of the resonance position is

limited by the uncertainty in the FR parameters in the model for the binding energy. The

FR centers determined for our four trap settings of Fig. 4 are given in Table I.

To record the data shown in Figs. 3 and 4 of the main text we switch between trap settings

1 and 2b as well as between settings 3 and 4 within less than 200 ns. In our experiments,

switching between trap 1 and 2b (3 and 4) changes the interaction parameter 1/κFa by
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Figure 4: Determination of the FR center B0 by rf association of dimers. The points show the

experimentally determined molecular binding energies Eb(B) for four trap settings. The solid

curves are �ts of the binding energy according to Eq. 2. The gray shaded areas indicate the typical

error range of our �t analysis.

1.2 (2.1), without changing the harmonic potential in which the atoms are trapped. When

we recorded the data for the FR center determination, the data in trap 2a of Fig. 4 was

recorded with 11% higher trapping-light powers compared to trap 2b, in which measurements

of the main text were taken. Therefore, the FR center B0,2 is shifted 11% more relative to

the center of the FR in the absence of the 1064-nm light. We determine the latter to be

at 154.699(1)G by extrapolating the FR centers for various beam intensities to the zero

trapping-light intensity. The correct value of the FR center of trap 2b, as used in the

experiments of the main text, is therefore given by 154.699 G + (B0,2 − 154.699 G)/1.11 =

154.7420(15)G.

The determination of the relative shifts of the FR centers of two trap settings can be done
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Trap B0 νr,K νa,K νr,Li νa,Li PS PD PV

(G) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) (W) (W) (W)

1 154.7195
415 56 650 88

0.175 0.380 0

2b 154.7420 0 0.380 4.40

2a 154.7465 - - - - 0 0.425 4.85

3 154.7405
580 80 945 130

0.380 0.815 0

4 154.7785 0 0.815 7.60

Table I: Typical trap parameters for the various trap settings. In our experiments, we switch from

trap 1 to 2b i.e. from trap 3 to 4 by switching the powers PS and PV of the S and V beams within

less than 200 ns.

with an even higher accuracy. As an example: We record association spectra at a magnetic

�eld B3 (B4) in trap 3 (4) with the FR center at B0,3 (B0,4). The magnetic �elds are chosen

such that the spectra are taken at roughly the same detuning B3 − B0,3 ≈ B4 − B0,4. We

then compare these spectra from trap 3 and trap 4, and overlap their association onsets

by shifting one of them, say the one in trap 4, with respect to the other, trap 3, along the

frequency axis by δν. This frequency shift δν can be translated into a magnetic detuning

shift δB0 by comparing it to the slope of the binding-energy at that detuning dEb/dB. Then

δB0 can be extracted from δB0 = hδν/[dEb/dB]. Finally we can derive the relative shift of

the FR centers in trap 3 and trap 4 to be B0,4 − B0,3 = B4 − B3 − δB0. We estimate the

accuracy of this relative FR center determination to be on the order of ±0.5mG.

Table I shows the typical resonance positions, trap frequencies and laser powers for the

traps used in the measurements in the main text. The trap frequencies are determined by

observing oscillations of the atomic clouds. We observe variations in the FR centers of less

than 1.5mG and trap frequencies of less than 4% over weeks of measurement time, which

we ascribe to variations of the 1064 nm trapping-laser power and drifts of the relative beam

positions. We account for these variations in the data analysis.

IV. DETERMINATION OF THE LI ATOM NUMBER

An accurate determination of the number NLi of Li atoms in our experiment and the

corresponding Fermi energy is an important, non-trivial task. Here we present four di�erent
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methods to determine the number of Li atoms with an error of less than 10%.

A. Absorption Imaging on a Nearly Closed Transition

One method for determining the number of atoms is absorption imaging. In this method,

the spatial dependence of the fraction A of the light absorbed by the atomic cloud is recorded

using a camera and used to obtain a measure of the atom number

NI = − 2π

3λ2

( u
M

)2 ∑
X,Y

ln [1− A (X, Y )] ,

where λ is the light wavelength, M is the magni�cation of the imaging system, u is the

camera pixel size, and A (X, Y ) is the absorbed light fraction as measured by the camera

with X and Y the camera pixel indices. If atoms at rest are imaged using a weak light

pulse that resonantly excites a closed atomic transition, NI will be equal to the true atom

number. In this section, we will present reference experimental conditions that approximate

this situation and use these conditions to obtain a measure Nhigh−B
I that is close to the Li

atom number NLi. We will then discuss the remaining systematic e�ects and thereby relate

Nhigh−B
I to NLi.

We approximate a closed transition by imaging Li atoms in the second-lowest Zeeman

state (Li|2〉, mJ = −1/2, mI = 0) using σ− light near λ = 671 nm that resonantly excites

them to the second-lowest Zeeman state of the 2P3/2 manifold (Li|2′〉, mJ = −3/2, mI = 0)

at the magnetic �eld of 1150 G. The dominant branching from this transition is due to

the spontaneous decay of Li|2′〉 to the Li|4〉 (mJ = 1/2, mI = −1) state. We calculate the

corresponding branching ratio as 0.12% using the dipole selection rules and the expression of

the relevant states in the (mJ , mI) basis. Under our imaging conditions, the other branching

ratios are more than 100 times smaller.

We record the images of the atoms using a back-illuminated CCD camera (Andor DV-

434) with a pixel size of u = 11 µm. We determine the magni�cation M = 2.93 (5) of

our imaging system by imaging the interference pattern formed by two 671-nm laser beams

intersecting at an angle of 29.0 (4) mrad at the location of the atoms onto our camera.

We check the purity of the polarization of the imaging light by imaging an optically dense

Li cloud. We obtain optical depths greater than 3, corresponding to a sum of the intensities

of the unabsorbed σ+ and π light components that is less than 5% of the intensity of the
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σ− imaging light. We minimize the e�ect of the polarization errors by ensuring that the

maximal optical depth of the imaged cloud is smaller than 0.4, implying a relative error in

the determined atom number of less than 6%.

We minimize saturation e�ects by using a low light intensity I ≈ 0.05 Is, where Is =

2.5 mW/cm2 is the saturation intensity of the Li D2 transition.

While mechanical e�ects exerted by light on atoms form the basis of laser cooling, the

e�ect of these forces on absorption imaging of atoms is usually neglected. However, for light

atoms, this e�ect can be signi�cant. For Li, the scattering of a single photon of the 671-nm

imaging light imparts a momentum ~kL = 2π~/λ to the atom, leading to a Doppler shift

of the imaging transition by δrec = ~k2
L/mLi = 0.025 ΓD2, where ΓD2 = 36.897 µs−1 is the

spontaneous emission rate from the Li 2P3/2 state [9]. For imaging Li atoms, we choose a

reference set of conditions. The imaging pulse duration is set to 18 µs, the light intensity to

I ≈ 0.05 Is and the detuning δ0 is adjusted to obtain the maximal value of NI . Under these

conditions, we expect the radiation pressure to lead to a mean laser detuning during the

imaging pulse that is smaller than 0.1 ΓD2, corresponding to a small e�ect on the measured

atomic absorption.

We experimentally investigate the mechanical e�ects of the light on the atoms by varying

the laser detuning δ and the duration of the imaging pulse. Fig. 5 shows the number NI

as a function of the duration t of the imaging pulse for di�erent laser detunings. The red,

orange, green and cyan points correspond to (δ0 − δ) / (2π) = 9 MHz, 7 MHz, 5 MHz and

3 MHz, respectively. The single blue point corresponds to the reference imaging conditions.

For pulse durations that are signi�cantly longer than our reference pulse duration, we

observe a large e�ect of the radiation pressure. We model this e�ect by the following set of

di�erential equations:

dNγ

dt
=

ΓD2

2

s

1 + s+ δ2/ (Γ/2)2 η ,

dη

dt
= − (1− r) dNγ

dt
η , (4)

dδ

dt
= δrec

dNγ

dt
,

where s = I/Is, the parameter r is the branching ratio to the Li|2〉 state, and Nγ is the

mean number of photons scattered per atom, and η is the fraction of atoms remaining in
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Figure 5: Li atom number determined by absorption imaging in the presence of a magnetic �eld

of 1150 G as a function of the duration of the imaging light pulse. The lines show a multivariate

�t to the model of Eq. (5). The dashed line indicates the Li atom number that would be obtained

using a weak resonant light pulse.

the nearly closed two-level system. The time t = 0 corresponds to the start of the imaging

pulse, with η (0) = 1.

In the limit of r = 1 and small s, these equations can be solved by separation of variables

to yield:

δ (t) =
ΓD2

2
g (δrecst) ,

Nγ (t) = [g (δrecst)− g (0)] /

(
δrec

ΓD2/2

)
,

where g (u) satis�es

g (u)2 − g (0)2

2
+
g (u)4 − g (0)4

4
= u

with g (0) = 2δ (0) /Γ. The number NI is be proportional to the mean number of photons

scattered per unit time Nγ/t. Therefore, we write

NI = N0
I [g (δrecst)− g (0)] / (δrecst) , (5)
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where N0
I is the value of NI determined in the limit of a weak, resonant light pulse.

We �t the model of Eq. (5) to the data from Fig. 5 with δ0, N
0
I and s as free parameters

and obtain δ0 = −2π×1.2 (1) MHz, s = 0.043 (2), and N0
I = 2.02 (4)×105. The �tted value

of N0
I is indicated by the dashed line in the Fig. 5.

The above model implies that, under the reference conditions, δ0/2π = −1 MHz and

Nhigh−B
I /N0

I = 0.96 (1), with each atom scattering a mean number of 12 photons during

the imaging pulse. Using Eq. (4) to include the e�ects of saturation and branching ratio,

we obtain a relation between Nhigh−B
I and the true Li atom number NLi as N

high−B
I =

0.91 (2)NLi. Including the e�ects of the imperfect light polarization and the uncertainty in

the magni�cation, we obtain Nhigh−B
I = 0.89 (5) NLi.

B. Fitting of Li Fermi pro�les

Another method to determine the Li atom number is to image a degenerate Li atom cloud

after releasing the atoms from a trap. In the zero-temperature limit, the spatial extent of

the imaged cloud is determined by the trap frequencies, the time elapsed after release from

the trap and the atom number.

To account for the �nite temperature of the Li atoms in our experiment, we use a non-

degenerate sample of K atoms to measure the temperature of the Li atoms. We prepare

a mixed sample of approximately 2.5×105 Li|2〉 atoms and 2×104 K|1〉 atoms at 1150 G

in a deep crossed-dipole trap with frequencies fK
r = 408 (1) Hz, fLi

r = 649 (3) Hz, fK
z =

56.1 (4) Hz, fLi
z = 89.1 (2) Hz. After waiting 0.5 s for the Li and K to thermalize, we release

the atoms from the trap. By imaging the non-degenerate K cloud after 5.5 ms time of �ight,

we determine the temperature of the atoms to be T = 370 (15) nK.

We image the Li atoms after tTOF=2.5 ms time of �ight using the reference imaging pulse

described in Section IVa. By averaging 45 absorption images, we obtain the image shown

in Fig. 6. We �t the obtained absorption data to a function of the form A+ e−σn2D , where

n2D = −k
2
BmLiT

2

4π2~3fLi
r

Li2

(
−q exp

(
−mLiu

2 (X −X0)2

2χrM2kBT
− mLiu

2 (Z − Z0)2

2χzM2kBT

))

is the 2D Fermi atom density pro�le with Li the polylogarithm function and χr,z =√
1 +

(
2πfLi

r,ztTOF

)2
. The �t parameter A accounts for technical o�sets in the absorption

14



Figure 6: Fraction of the imaging light absorbed by a Li atomic cloud after release from an optical

trap (a), together with residuals of a �t to the data (b).

data whileX0 and Y0 �t the location of the cloud center on the camera image. The �t param-

eters q and σ correspond to the atoms' fugacity and the light absorption cross-section. The

�t residual is shown in Fig. 6b. Taking into accounts the uncertainties in the magni�cation,

the temperature and the trap frequencies, we obtain σ = 0.82 (9)× 6π/k2
L, corresponding to

Nhigh−B
I = 0.82 (9) NLi.
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C. LiK molecule dissociation and K number determination

Another method to determine the Li atom number is to associate LiK Feshbach molecules

and to compare the number of K and Li atoms after dissociating the molecules. The advan-

tage of this method is that the K atoms can be imaged on a closed transition and that, being

6.6 times heavier than the Li atoms, the K atoms are much less a�ected by the radiation

pressure of the imaging light.

We associate the Li|1〉K|3〉 molecules by a magnetic ramp across the FR and then thor-

oughly clean our trapped sample from any remaining free Li and K atoms by a combination

of radio-frequency and laser light pulses; see [4] for details. The obtained molecule sam-

ples are essentially pure, consisting of approximately 1.5× 104 molecules and less than 300

remaining free Li and K atoms.

We subsequently dissociate the molecules by an inverse ramp across the FR and determine

number of the free Li|1〉 and K|3〉 atoms via absorption imaging at a magnetic �eld near

154.7G. For imaging the Li|1〉 atoms, we use the parameters from Section V. We convert

the atom number N low−B
I determined using these parameters to the number Nhigh−B

I of Li

atoms obtained by absorption imaging at 1150 G using the imaging ratios from Section V.

We relate the number of atoms determined by absorption imaging of K|3〉 atoms near

154.7 G to the true K atom number in two steps. First, we transfer an independent sample

of K atoms from the state K|1〉 to the state K|3〉 using two consecutive resonant rf pulses.

Imaging these atoms before and after the transfer allows us to relate the number of K|3〉

atoms determined by absorption imaging after molecule dissociation to the number N low−B
I,K

of K|1〉 atoms that would be measured by absorption imaging near 154.7 G. In the second

step, using a similar procedure to the one described in Section V, we compare N low−B
I,K to

the number Nhigh−B
I,K of K|1〉 atoms determined by absorption imaging at 1150 G using a

weak laser-light pulse. We then �nd for the relative atom number of K and Li determined

at 1150 G: Nhigh−B
I = 0.92(5)Nhigh−B

I,K .

Accounting for the saturation of the K imaging light (s ≈ 0.05) and the errors in the

light polarization and the magni�cation of the K imaging system, we can relate Nhigh−B
I,K to

the true K atom number as Nhigh−B
I,K = 0.92 (5) NK.

Finally, assuming the real numbers of K and Li atoms after dissociation to be equal, we

obtain Nhigh−B
I = 0.85 (7) NLi.
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D. Measurement of Rf Shifts

A di�erent method to determine the Li number is to use rf spectroscopy to measure the

interaction energy of the K atoms with the Li cloud. By comparing the measured data to

the predictions of a dressed quasiparticle model [10] with accurately determined parameters

of the FR, one can determine the mean Fermi energy of Li sampled by the K atoms. From

the knowldge of the Li temperature and trap frequencies, one can then determine the Li

atom number.

We prepare a sample of about 2.7×105 Li atoms and 2×104 K atoms at the temperature of

T = 290 (15) nK in a crossed-beam optical dipole trap with trap frequencies fK
r = 395 (2) Hz,

fLi
r = 632 (3) Hz, fK

z = 50.0 (5) Hz, fLi
z = 80 (1) Hz. We use a Blackman-shaped rf π-pulse

to transfer the K atoms from the K|2〉 to the K|3〉 state at various magnetic �elds B near the

154.7 G Li|1〉-K|3〉 Feshbach resonance. We compare the rf frequency at which we obtain

maximal transfer of the K atoms when the Li atoms are in the Li|1〉 state (f) to the frequency

for maximum transfer with the Li atoms in the Li|2〉 state (f0).

Fig. 7 shows the frequency di�erence f − f0 as a function of the magnetic �eld near

154.7 G. We verify that f0 remains unchanged in the absence of the Li atoms. Therefore,

h (f − f0) corresponds to the di�erence E3 − E2 of the mean interaction energies of the K

atoms in the K|3〉 and K|2〉 states with Li atoms in the Li|1〉 state.

We assume a uniform distribution of the Li atoms across the K cloud and use the mean

Li Fermi energy εF = ~2κ2
F/2mLi sampled by the K atoms as a free parameter. We calculate

the interaction energy E3 between the K|3〉 atoms and Li|1〉 atoms from a two-channel

polaron model [10] with the resonance parameters determined in Section II: abg = 63.0 a0,

reff = −5175 a0, ∆B = 0.880 G . Since the interaction between the K|2〉 atoms and Li|1〉

atoms is weak, we may approximate E2 by the mean-�eld expression E2 = 2πabg~2κ3
F/ (6π2),

where a21 = 63 a0 is K|2〉-Li|1〉 scattering length [3]. We use the position B0 of the Feshbach

resonance as the second free parameter. By �tting the above model to our data, we �nd

εF = h× 31.8 (4), B0 = 154.715 (1) G.

From the knoweldge of the trap frequencies and the Li atom temperature, we can use

εF to determine the Li atom number as NLi = 275 (15) × 103. Simultaneous with the

above measurements, we record the number of Li atoms N low−B
I determined using absorption

imaging near 154.7 G as described in the Section V. We use the conversion between N low−B
I
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Figure 7: The measured shifts of the K|2〉 →K|3〉 rf transition frequency due to the presence of

Li|1〉 atoms as a function of the magnetic �eld (dots) together with a �t using a quasiparticle model

(see text).

and Nhigh−B
I described in the same section to �nd Nhigh−B

I = 0.91 (7) NLi.

E. Determination of Li Atom Number: Summary

We summarize the results of our measurements of the Li atom number by the obtained

ratios N low−B
I /NLi. These ratios are subject to errors that are largely uncorrelated between

the di�erent methods, with the notable exception of the error in the determination of the

magni�cation of the imaging system. To obtain the best estimate for the ratio Nhigh−B
I /NLi,

we �x the magni�cation to a certain value M0 and calculate the mean µ (M0) and variance

V (M0) of the four results weighted by their inverse uncorrelated variances. We repeat the

same procedure with M0 sampled from a normal distribution whose mean and variance

correspond to our experimental determination of M . We add the variance of µ due to the

variation in M0 to V to obtain:

N low−B
I /NLi = 0.86 (5) .

In the main text, we use a more conservative error estimate of 16% for the relative

uncertainty in the Li atom number determination. This corresponds to a relative uncertainty
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in the Fermi energy of 6%.

V. ABSORPTION IMAGING NEAR 154.7 G

We commonly determine the Li atom number near the Li|1〉-K|3〉 FR at 154.7 G. We

do this by absorption imaging of Li|1〉 atoms using σ− light on the Li|1〉 (mI = 1, mJ =

−1/2)→ Li|3′〉 (mI = 1, mJ = −3/2) transition. The dominant loss channel for this imaging

transition is the spontaneous decay from the Li|3′〉 state to the Li|5〉 (mI = 0, mJ = +1/2)

state. We calculate the corresponding branching ratio as 4% using the method from Section

IVa. The other loss processes are at least three orders of magnitude less probable. We use

an 8-µs long imaging pulse whose intensity corresponds to s = 0.26 and whose frequency is

adjusted to obtain the maximal value of NI .

We calibrate this imaging method relative to the imaging of Li atoms in the |2〉 state at

the magnetic �eld of 1150 G as follows. We �rst prepare a Li|2〉 sample at the �eld of 1150 G

and image it as described above. Then, in a separate experiment, we ramp the magnetic

�eld to 154.7 G, followed by a ramp back to 1150 G. We verify that these ramps lead to

the loss of less than 5% of the atoms. In the third experiment, we execute only the �rst

�eld ramp and then use rapid adiabatic passage to transfer the Li atoms into the Li|1〉 state

with e�ciency larger than 98%. We image these atoms as described above to obtain the

atom number N low−B
I . We use the relationship between N low−B

I and the average of the atom

numbers recorded at the magnetic �eld of 1150 G with and without the double �eld ramp

to determine Nhigh−B
I = 2.4 (1) N low−B

I .

VI. HEATING DUE TO MOLECULE FORMATION

As explained in the main text, on the repulsive side of the FR, the K atoms can pair

with Li atoms to form molecules. By removing Li atoms from the Fermi sea and releasing

energy, this pairing process leads to heating with a corresponding increase in kBT/εF .

To estimate the e�ects of this decay to molecules, we approximate our system by a

uniform system with Li and K densities n̄Li and n̄K, respectively. Before the impurity atoms

are transferred into the interacting state, the system is in thermal equilibrium and we may
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write the number and energy densities of the Li atoms as

n̄Li = −f3/2 (−q0) /λ3
dB (6)

and

uLi = −f5/2 (−q0)× 3

2

kBT0

λ3
dB

, (7)

where q0 and T0 are the fugacity and the temperature of the Li atoms before the start of the

experiment, λdB = (2π~2/mkBT0)
1/2

is the thermal de Broglie wavelength of the Li atoms

and f3/2 i.e. f5/2 are the polylogarithm functions [11]. The Fermi energy εF of the Li atoms

is related to n̄Li as

εF =
~2

2mLi

(
6π2n̄Li

)2/3
(8)

and to the fugacity as

kBT

εF
=

[
4

3
√
π

−1

f3/2 (−q0)

]2/3

. (9)

The heating due to molecule formation progresses during the interaction time. To esti-

mate the e�ect of this heating on our measurements of the decoherence rate, we choose a

typical interraction time τD = γ−1
coh. We also assume that each decay event removes a single

Li atom from the Fermi sea. We also assume that only 50% of the K atoms participate in the

decay since the other 50% are in the non-interacting state during the echo sequence. This

implies that the fraction l = ΓτDn̄K/2n̄Li of the Li atoms will be converted to molecules. As

the decay rate Γ, we take the sum of the two-body and three-body decay rates from [7].

We further assume that each decay to molecules releases energy αEF equal to the di�er-

ence between the repulsive polaron energy and the middle of the molecule-hole continuum

from [7]. Since the Li is much lighter than LiK, we assume that the full energy released to

the decay is delivered to the Li sea. Finally, we assume that remaining Li atoms thermalize

with each other.

Under these conditions, we may express the number density n̄′Li, the energy density u′Li

and the Fermi energy ε′F of the Li atoms during the experiment as:
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Figure 8: The predicted degeneracy parameter of the Li atoms during the echo sequence computed

for kBT0/εF = 0.16, n̄K/n̄Li = 0.27 and the typical interaction time τD, as a function of the

interaction parameter. The line shows a second-order interpolation between the data points.

n̄′Li = (1− l) n̄Li ,

u′Li = (1− l)uLi + lαnLiεF,0 ,

ε′F = εF (1− l)2/3 .

Using Eqns. (6-9), we obtain

−f3/2 (−q1) (T1/T0)3/2 = − (1− l) f3/2 (−q0) ,

−f5/2 (−q1) (T1/T0)5/2 = − (1− l) f5/2 (−q0) + l
[
−f5/2 (−q0)

]5/3
(π/6)1/3 α ,

where q1 and T1 are the average fugacity and temperature of the Li atoms during the

experiment. Using Eq. (8), we can then obtain the average degeneracy parameter kBT1/ε
′
F .

Fig. 8 shows the predicted typical degeneracy parameter kBT1/ε
′
F of the Li atoms in the

spin-echo measurements as a function of the interaction parameter, for the parameters from

Fig. 3 of the main text.
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